Comments on: PDFsam 3.0.0.M1 out!
Split and merge PDF files, free and open source
	By: Marcin
I used PDFsam for docs merge and reorder since you removed this feature form PDFsam I&#039;m going back to 2.2.4. Very disappointing you didn&#039;t mentioned it explicitly in download option for newest versions 3.x.x

Thanks for wasting my time
	By: Awaneesh
Great ware. Thanks for making it openware.
	By: migalou
Hi every body
I&#039;ve just installed pdfsam v3.0.1 and i don&#039;t find the function &quot;Visual document&quot;
I search but i don&#039;t find it.
Will this option come back ?
Thanks
	By: Andrea Vacondio
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/pdfsam-3-0-0-m1-out/1183/#comment-1243&quot;&gt;Ricardo&lt;/a&gt;.

Hi Ricardo,
I think I mentioned many times in many places that the visual modules are not included in the new v3 and that we are working on a new application including the two visual compose and reorder and many others. Please look at my comment https://blog.pdfsam.org/open-source/finally-3-0-0-release/1386/ where I try to clarify why I made this choice.
	By: Ricardo
Not having the reorder pages functionality is a big deal. You should make it clear that people are missing that when upgrading (I wonder what else).
I am using the last 2.x version until the 3.x version can bring the same functionality.
	By: lexsa
Hello, I wanted to know which all testing techniques will be good for this application? and what all tests had your team performed?
	By: Andrea Vacondio
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/pdfsam-3-0-0-m1-out/1183/#comment-1240&quot;&gt;Paul&lt;/a&gt;.

If you could open a bug here that would be helpful https://github.com/torakiki/pdfsam/issues
	By: Paul
Tried the M1, and i found a bug in the Merge function. When i add a pdf and i duplicate it more than once, then every changes on the page ranges has effects to all of the duplicate entries.
	By: Andrea Vacondio
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/pdfsam-3-0-0-m1-out/1183/#comment-1238&quot;&gt;Jason&lt;/a&gt;.

Somewhere around this week end the M2 will be out and the plan is to have the final by the end of October.
	By: Jason
Oh come ON already! The last release was Dec last year, how hard is it to release at least milestone 2? I know it&#039;s free software and we can&#039;t hold you to anything, but a new preview release would help revitalise the project. Your github account shows active progress so clearly the project isn&#039;t dead...

